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Looking forward to a

Big (Blue)
future

Pianist has performed 
on the biggest stage

On June 3, 181 members of the Swampscott High School Class of 2012 graduated. New graduates include, from left, Michael Bagarella, Andrew Baker, Christopher Sullivan, Paitan
D’Entremont, Karyssa King, Courtney Monahan and Courtney LeBlanc.

BY RICH FAHEY

Carnegie Hall? Been there, done

that. Twice, in fact.

Swampscott High junior Kristen

Foaksman, 17, is an acclaimed

classical pianist, and part of her

validation is having performed twice

at the 268-seat Weill Recital Hall

that is part of the famed New York

City performing arts complex.

She earned the chance to perform

there for the second time in January

by successfully auditioning last fall

for the Crescendo International

Music Competition with her

performance of Rachmaninoff’s

Prelude Op. 23 no. 7 in C Minor. It

was her second time winning the

Crescendo competition for young

musical artists 21 and under.

“It was exciting,” she said. “It’s

nerve-wracking but I think having

done it before made it a little easier.”

When Foaksman, 17, sits down at

the piano, it is pretty serious stuff,

because she is the daughter of two

See PIANIST Page 7Kristen Foaksman is a two-time Crescendo Competition winner.
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As the 2011-12 school year

comes to a close, we look

forward to the upcoming

summer months with the

anticipation of spending time

with family and friends and,

more importantly, the

opportunity to play as often

as possible. 

This edition of The
Swampscott Educator

highlights a sampling of the wonderful aspects of

what makes Swampscott Public Schools so special:

our children and our staff. Because our children

always come first, everyone in Swampscott Public

Schools gives 110 percent to provide the best

environment for our children every day.

The programming in Swampscott Public Schools

puts the successful learning of every student at the

fore. Our staff works diligently all year and during

the summer, participating in professional

development that keeps them current with teaching

strategies and learning resources that will assure

that every child can thrive. 

Everyone in the SPS uses our resources

effectively and efficiently. We know that our

district is like most others in that we could have

more updated and newer classrooms, more

advanced technology, and more human resources

to make programming even stronger. The

community has committed to the exploration of

again updating school facilities to benefit our

children. In 2007, the state-of-the art Swampscott

High School was opened through the generosity

and commitment of the community at large. 

Swampscott Public Schools and the Town of

Swampscott have once again partnered with the

Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) to

explore the possibility of renovating our elementary

schools and/or consolidating and/or building a new

elementary school. The goal is to create the best

possible learning environment for all of our children. 

SPS has been accepted into the MSBA’s

feasibility study process. Acceptance into this stage

resulted from a long, detailed preparation and

submission of a Statement of Interest (SOI) to

outline the needs stated above. Many thanks go out

to several personnel who contributed to this very

precise and specific SOI process, as it resulted in

acceptance in the feasibility stage at the first

reading of the MSBA board of directors. It is

critical to highlight the importance of moving

through the process that the MSBA outlines,

because if Swampscott is eventually accepted into

the full process to build, consolidate and/or

renovate our existing schools, the state of

Massachusetts, through the MSBA, will reimburse

the town a minimum of 31 percent of the total cost

of the project. I can assure the residents of

Swampscott that we in Swampscott Public Schools

are doing everything possible to make the

reimbursement rate as high as possible.

We have established a School Building

Committee (SBC), according to the requirements

of the MSBA. The SBC represents a cross-section

of the community, with each member bringing

unique skills and talents. Please visit

http://swampscott.k12.ma.us for more information

on this committee. 

The SBC meetings are open to the public and will

be posted on the SPS web site and in the local

media. We invite all from the Swampscott

community to attend and stay abreast of the progress

of this important committee. Additionally, please

visit the SPS web site on a regular basis, as there will

be an updated MSBA link on the home page. This

link will update the progress through the MSBA

process and the continued work of the SBC.

It is with humble gratitude that I thank all in the

Swampscott community for the continued support of

our children, our staff, and our schools. Many thanks

go out to the staff of Swampscott Public Schools. We

are indebted to their continued dedication to our

children and how they go above and beyond to make

the learning experience the best for all children.

My best to all for a wonderful summer break. I

look forward to welcoming children and staff  back

for another year of wonderful work in September.

Dr. Lynne M. Celli is superintendent of schools.
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BY RICH FAHEY

A hands-on science program has

engaged Swampscott Middle School

students and showed them it’s even

possible to combine beauty pageants

and biochemistry.

The Science from Scientists

program was started by Dr. Erika

Ebbel Angle, who holds a Ph.D. in

biochemistry from Boston University

and also happens to be Miss

Massachusetts 2004.

She won that title the same year

she graduated from MIT, but by then

she had already started Science from

Scientists, a Boston-based nonprofit

that strives to improve science and

technology awareness in local middle

and elementary schools.

When Angle started Science from

Scientists, educators told her there

were three things standing in the way

of effective science study: they didn’t

have enough time; it was difficult

obtaining the right equipment and

lesson plans; and they were not

scientists and therefore not

comfortable with the subject.

The scientists bring in the

equipment needed for their

demonstrations and work with about

2,000 students from 24 Greater Boston

schools, including Swampscott Middle

School, where this spring the program

was overseen by Grade 6 teachers

Stacey Beck and Liz Rogers.

Scientists Yvonne Yeung and Beth

Zylinski visited the school every other

week for a hands-on demonstration of

various scientific principles.

One week it was illustrating the

different phases of matter as dry ice

transitioned from a solid to a gas.

Another unit had to do with

procedural thinking. Students had to

write instructions on a design to be

built with blocks by a second student.

The student had to build from those

written instructions, demonstrating

the importance of specificity when it

comes to scientific directions.

“Their demonstrations are fun,

hands-on and safe,” said Beck.

Rogers said it is heartening to see

all students—both male and female—

get so involved in the demonstrations

and experiments that were part of the

Science from Scientists program.

“The girls are certainly part of the

discussion,” she said.

Angle said the lessons the

scientists bring to classrooms are

aligned closely with the state science

curriculum for the MCAS test.

“Because these classes are held

during school hours, they have to fit

into the framework of the state

curriculum,” she said. “And they

have to be fun.”

Angle is a native Californian who

first became fascinated with science

when a grade 6 English teacher

steered her to science thrillers such as

“Jurassic Park” and “The Andromeda

Strain.” In grade 7, another teacher

helped her establish a science project

that she worked on through middle

school and high school. 

Friends entered her in the Miss

Massachusetts pageant behind her

back, two tries before she won the

title in 2004.

“I was out of my element. It was a

completely different skill set from

what I was used to,” said Angle. “I

joined Toastmasters and hired a

personal trainer.”

Part of her mission as Miss

Massachusetts was to dispel the

“nerdy, geeky” stereotype about

scientists and trying to show that

being a scientist didn’t mean you had

to give up other aspects of your life.

“The degree from MIT and the title

gave me a platform to talk about the issues

of women and science,” said Angle. 

As she continued her studies after

leaving MIT and serving as a mentor to

young women in the STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Math)

fields, she found that young women

were still avoiding the fields, fearing it

might make them less popular.

“I hate to say it, but that stigma

still persists,” said Angle. “I talk to

young girls about it all the time.”

Angle has been featured in the

PBS web series “The Secret Life of

Scientists and Engineers,” and has

also completed several episodes of

the “Dr. Erika Show,” available on

Comcast On Demand, designed to

teach children about science, break

stereotypes and make STEM subjects

more approachable and entertaining

for children.

DR. ERIKA EBBEL ANGLE

Swampscott students see the beauty in science
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BY PAUL HALLORAN

Thirty years after he left as an eighth-grade

graduate, Robert Murphy is coming back to

Swampscott Middle School, with a somewhat

loftier title: principal.

Murphy, a Swampscott native who grew up

on Lexington Circle, a quarter-mile from the

school, was chosen by Superintendent Dr. Lynne

Celli in April to lead the middle school. There

were more than 40 applicants for the position.

“Going back home was the appeal,” said

Murphy, who starts July 1. “Swampscott has

a great reputation for education and I am

excited to be a part of it.”

Murphy comes to Swampscott after five

years as principal of Pickering Middle School

in Lynn. He said deciding to leave that

position was very difficult.

“Change is never easy. I spent five years here,”

he said of his Pickering tenure. “You lay roots

and build relationships with teachers, students,

families, your peers and the community. But I

looked at the opportunity and weighed the pros

and cons and this was the best move for me.”

Murphy said Pickering has developed a

reputation as a no-nonsense school.  “If you

have structure, education can take place,” he

said. “Teachers can teach if they’re not

worried about distractions in the hallway.”

In addition to running a tight ship, Murphy

said visibility is paramount to his leadership

style. “I let people know I’m around,” he said.

“It’s not just for discipline, it gives people a

sense that you care about what’s going on.”

A graduate of Bishop Fenwick High School

and Salem State University, where he earned

his bachelor’s and master’s, Murphy taught

history for eight years at Lynn Classical before

transitioning to administration. He worked as an

assistant principal in Haverhill, Marblehead and

Revere prior to taking over at Pickering in 2007.

“I knew early on I wanted to be an

administrator,” he said. “I feel you can reach

more kids. You implement programs and ideas

that will hopefully benefit students and teachers.”

Murphy lives in Danvers with his wife,

Mindy, and their children, Robbie (12) and

Megan (9). He coaches Little League and

follows his kids’ exploits in baseball, soccer and

softball. He remembers when he was Robbie’s

age, preparing to enter Swampscott Middle

School, which is exactly what he’s doing again.

“I’m looking forward to the opportunity,”

he said. “I’m energized by it.”ROBERT MURPHY

Principal’s job is homecoming for Murphy

BY PAUL HALLORAN

At Clarke School, the welcome mat

extends all the way to the curb.

Every morning when parents pull up to

drop off their children—on either

Middlesex or Norfolk Avenue—they are

greeted by a member of the Clarke staff,

including Principal Lois Longin, who open

the car door for the children and welcome

them with a warm greeting.

“The idea behind it is safety,” said Longin,

who has devised an orderly drop-off plan for

parents to follow. “We want to make sure the

kids get out of the car and in the school safely.”

Parents appreciate the gesture.

“I love it,” said Georgia Collins, as she

dropped off her son, Jake, one morning. “I

don’t have to find parking and get out of

the car with my other (younger) son. I

know Jake gets into school safely.”

There are auxiliary benefits as well. 

“It’s our way of greeting the kids by name

and setting a positive tone for the day,” Longin

said. “And it gives parents a chance to check

in with a teacher. It’s an easy way to share

information and it helps with communication.”

Cathy Kalpin is an adjustment counselor

at Clarke who is part of the welcoming crew.

“The kids love to have the staff members

greet them,” she said. “And the parents like

it, too. Sometimes it can be a real quick tool

to get feedback (from parents).”

Longin said the greeting of students and

interaction with parents fits in with

Clarke’s Responsive Classroom model.

“We integrate that with everything we do,”

she said. “There are a host of things we do

to make sure parents fell connected.”

The routine repeats itself in the afternoon,

when three grades (including kindergarten) are

dismissed onto Middlesex Avenue and two onto

Norfolk, and Clarke’s 233 students head home,

knowing that when they return in the morning,

there will be a friendly face to greet them. 

curbside servicecurbside service

Clarke students
warmly received

Principal Lois Longin holds the door as Anja Johnson hops out of the car, eager for school.

Principal Lois Longin greets Nate Maercklien
with a handshake.

Staff member Martha Agnew leads Caitlyn
Collins into Clarke.     PHOTOS: PAULA MULLER
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BY SHANNON CAIN ARNOLD

While students at Hadley Elementary school still count their ages

in half- and quarter-years, they can now count their school’s age in

centuries. On Apr. 28, past and present students, teachers and

parents gathered at the school for Over a Century by the Sea: A

Community Open House, a centennial celebration featuring

fascinating pieces of the school’s past and visions of its future. 

The cornerstone for the oceanfront Hadley School was laid in

Dec. 1911. The school was named for Elizabeth “Eloise” Hadley, a

teacher in Swampscott for 37 years and the former principal of the

Redington Street School, which the Hadley School replaced. 

After rapid construction rarely seen in the early 20th century, the

first class of students walked through the Hadley doors in Sept.

1912. Among the most exciting features of the new school building

was something that today’s students would never think twice

about—indoor plumbing! The annex to the school was built in 1925

to house the elementary school while a junior high was established

in the main building. Today, Hadley is a K–4 elementary school.

In Feb. 2011, students at the Hadley School kicked off a year of

celebrations by marking the 100th anniversary of the laying of the

school’s cornerstone with an assembly that featured a historical

impersonator portraying Elizabeth Hadley and songs from the

school’s current students.

The centennial celebration on Apr. 28 was planned by a dedicated

group of parents called the Hadley 100. The event drew hundreds of

people including past and present students and teachers and

members of the community. Attendees had the opportunity to view a

fascinating exhibit of Hadley School memorabilia including

graduation and sports team photos from many different years, a

graduation pamphlet from 1914, a door knocker from former

principal Keith Jordan’s door, a graduation pin from 1956 and the

Hadley Cup, a sterling silver commemorative chalice which was

presented to Elizabeth Hadley as a retirement gift in 1913 in

recognition of her service to Swampscott schools. 

The event also featured tours of the school, children’s activities

including the chance to sit for old-fashioned shadow portraits, a

photo booth with a Hadley backdrop, historical timelines drawn by

third-grade students and music by violinist by 15-year-old Shuril

Zavriyez, a high school freshman and Hadley alumnus. 

Hadley School Principal Sandra Rivers described the celebration

as “an unselfish endeavor by a group of dedicated parents to give

back to the community.” She said she was “deeply moved by the

tears of  ‘girls and boys’ in their 60s and 70s reuniting with the

enthusiasm of their youthful days not forgotten.”

This anniversary also included some historical mystery. The

Hadley Cup was recovered from a long-abandoned school safe only

after a Marblehead shop owner told a school committee member

where to find it. Members of the Hadley 100 also learned that a time

capsule had been placed in the cornerstone of the school when it

was built. Efforts to recover the capsule revealed that it had already

been removed. While the capsule itself remains elusive, the

committee discovered a list of its contents from a Dec. 22, 1911

edition of the (Lynn) Daily Item. The capsule reportedly included

the 1910 Swampscott Town Report, a 1911 penny and quarter, a list

of the teachers and students in the Swampscott schools and photos

of the old Redington Street School, among other things.

The day of celebration concluded with a fundraiser for the

school’s Parent Teacher Association and enrichment programs at the

historic Blythswood Mansion.

A CENTURY BY THE SEA

Hadley School 
celebrates centennial

It was moving to see the tears of ‘girls and
boys’ in their 60s and 70s reuniting with the
enthusiasm of their youthful days not forgotten.

The centennial celebration of Hadley School featured an exhibit of Hadley memorabilia in the school gym.

Members of the Hadley junior high school class of 1958.  Front row, from left: Edye Comins Baker of Swampscott, Nina Antoniello Walsh of Swampscott, Mary Roy Whearty of Lynn and Michael White of Boxford;

back row, from left: David Stiles of Lynn, Richard Fuller of Marblehead, Bill Guy of Lynn and John McLaughlin of Swampscott. PHOTOS: PAULA MULLER

From left, Marie Roache, Madeline Marino Roache and Clara Marino Grimes share memories.

Principal Sandra Rivers was moved by the celebration.

Reeva Oppenheim, left, and Linda Portnoy peruse a Hadley yearbook.
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The Swampscott School Building Committee

will hold a community open forum to discuss a

proposed new elementary school building on

June 19 at 7 p.m. at the Hadley School.

This event will provide an opportunity to meet

members of the School Building Committee and

learn first-hand the process the Massachusetts

School Building Authority (MSBA) has

established to receive reimbursement for

building a school in the Commonwealth.  Most

importantly, it is an opportunity to ask questions

and have them answered.  

The School Building Committee especially

invites Town Meeting members to join in this

discussion and tour.  The School Building

Committee, school district staff and

community members will present the status

and timeline of achieving the goal of building

a new elementary school. 

The goal of the School Building Committee

is to educate the community on the need for a

new elementary school, and the opportunity

the MSBA is giving the town. It also provides

an opportunity to review the current physical

condition of Swampscott schools. 

Over the next several weeks the School

Building Committee will be establishing a

website which will be designed to share

information with Town Meeting members and

the community at-large. The committee will also

be scheduling additional public forums and tours

of the Hadley School during the summer months.

School Building Committee meetings are

announced in advance.  The committee

welcomes your input and requests your

participation in this process.

For more information, visit the MSBA
website, www.massschoolbuildings.org and
the Swampscott School District website,
www.swampscott.k12.ma.us.

Marini, a Nahant native, grew up playing

baseball against the boys in Nahant before

taking up softball in high school. The sport

provided her with her greatest athletic thrill at

Swampscott High.

“It was Senior Day in my sophomore

season and we were playing Marblehead

under the lights before a big crowd,” she said.

“We played a crazy number of innings—12 or

13—and we won the game.”

Before heading off to college, Marini will

work as an intern in the marketing department of

New England Biolabs in Ipswich and as a vendor

at North Shore Navigators baseball games. 

Hartmann will also be working before leaving

for Brown, where he expects to take classes in

such areas as math and economics while deciding

on a major. Among the many academic honors

he won at Swampscott High include awards for

pre-calculus, calculus, Spanish and chemistry.

“I’m going there to explore a bit before

settling on one thing,” he said.

Marini has been rewarded during her high

school years for her prowess in Spanish, pre-

calculus, geometry and biology.

“I’m undecided about a major at BC but it

will probably be in the math or science field,”

she said.

Both Hartmann and Marini hope to keep a

sense of balance going in their collegiate careers.

“I’m not fast enough to compete for the school,

but I’ll always enjoy running,” said Hartmann.

“And there’s plenty of chances to play the piano,

perhaps as a member of a chamber music group.”

“I’m undecided about trying to walk on to

the softball team, but there are plenty of club

and intramural teams,” said Marini. “I’ll find

a way to keep playing.”

Hadley School Principal Sandra Rivers

came up with the perfect recipe for

improved communication between her and

her students: cookies.

Wanting to strengthen her connection to

students and find out what’s on their minds,

Rivers came up with Conversation and

Cookies, a monthly gathering she hosts in

her office with a group of fourth-graders,

the “senior” students in the school. In

addition to having their questions answered

and concerns addressed, students also get

to see the principal in a different light.

“In my role, students often view me as

the disciplinarian, or the enforcer of rules,”

Rivers said, “and that is one of the many

hats I wear. But I want them to know I care

about them not only as students, but as

people.”

Rivers believes the more engaged

students are, the more they will put forth

their best effort not only in their classes,

but also in their interactions with others. 

“I want students to feel comfortable to

speak to me in an environment that is

positive and nurturing,” she said. “If a

student feels comfortable speaking with

me, my hope is that if he or she needs to

tell me something that may be difficult, I

will have established a climate of trust and

support.”

In addition to the relationship-building

that occurs between Rivers and school

psychologist Meghan O’Brien Gibbs and

the students, there is social interaction

among the students seated around the table. 

“We want them to feel comfortable

talking to us and to each other,” Rivers

said. 

Even though it is intended to be an

informal environment, there are a few

simple rules: engage in conversation as if

you were sitting around the dinner table; no

need to raise your hand, just wait until

there is a pause in the conversation;  one

person speaks at a time and others may

politely respond or ask a question; look at

the person who is speaking. 

The best part for students: Rivers

supplies the cookies for the group, which

conveniently meets right after lunch. 

Scholar-athletes succeed at 
balancing classwork, athletics

School Building Committee 
to host community forum

SPORTS: from Page 8

Hadley fourth-graders enjoy Cookies and Conversation
From left, Sarah Hargrove, Harris Havlicek, Samantha Bendicksen, Graham Inzana and Peyton Applegate enjoy cookies with Hadley School Principal Sandra Rivers, center.

Rivers and Bendicksen are all smiles after lunch.



serious musicians: Her father, Alex

Foaksman, is a principal solo pianist for

the Boston Ballet Company. Her mother,

Tatyana Foaksman, is a principal pianist for

the Boston Ballet School.

Foaksman has warm memories of being

around the Boston Ballet family while

growing up and performing in “The

Nutcracker,” Boston Ballet’s signature holiday

piece. The Foaksmans also run the Foaksman

Piano School from their home, and four of

their students have also performed at Carnegie

Hall. With three pianos and a keyboard in

their home, it was inevitable Foaksman would

find her way to the piano bench.

“I think I was two or three when I first sat

down and just played around with the keys,”

she said. “I was four when my mother started

teaching me and six when my father took over.” 

Foaksman won her first piano

competition at the age of nine, and her

competitiveness shone through in another

area when she won the Swampscott Middle

School’s spelling bee competition two

years running and represented the school at

the Scripps Howard regional spelling bee.

Alex and Tatyana Foaksman are Russian

immigrants, and the Russian tradition is for

the family to hand down the love for music,

and a musical career, from parent to child.

And while Kristen has respected that

tradition—she still practices for an hour each

day, and performs several times each year—

classical music is hardly the only thing in her

life. She also finds her own way, such as

playing the clarinet in the Big Blue marching

band or the acoustic guitar, just for fun.

“Once in a while, I like to jam on the guitar,”

she said. “When it comes to the piano, it’s

mostly classical unless it’s a school function

and I’m asked to play something different.”

She also swims for Swampscott High,

enjoys math and languages, and is set to

embark on the college tours that are part of

the summer ritual for many high school

juniors.

“When it comes to college, music will

probably be a minor,” she said. “It will

always be part of me, but I’m also interested

in languages and pre-med courses.”

Foaksman said she is proud to have

“performed twice at Carnegie Hall” on her

resume, but isn’t ready to have those moments

define her life. “I’m ready for my future to

take me where I’m going to go. I can’t wait

to see what’s around the corner for me.”
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BY SHANNON CAIN ARNOLD

Kids get to work with superheroes when they

meet with Stanley School Psychologist Liam

Hurley. 

Hurley was hired as the Stanley’s School

psychologist in 2010, after Swampscott Public

Schools determined that the district’s

elementary schools would greatly benefit from

building-based mental-health providers. Prior

to Hurley’s hiring, the school had a part-time

guidance counselor shared with the Hadley

School, and the district had two school

psychologists shared between five schools. 

Hurley knew from an early age that he wanted

to work in schools. His parents—a school nurse

and a guidance counselor—set a good example.

He also had an early interest in psychology that

became a professional focus while he was an

undergraduate student at Boston University. A

young girl who was on the autism spectrum

came to the camp where Hurley was working for

the summer. Her parents were determined that

their daughter have the best experience possible.

Though the camp did not officially offer special

education services, Hurley volunteered to work

with the girl one-on-one and helped her to have

a fun and enriching summer.

Hurley decided to major in psychology at

BU and went on to get his master’s degree and

an Educational Specialist (Ed.S) degree in

school psychology from Tufts University. As a

graduate student, he interned in both the

Lexington and Lynnfield public schools.

Among his many other responsibilities,

Hurley works with small groups of children

who need help with their social skills using a

curriculum called Superflex, in which a hero

takes on challenges from characters

representing various social difficulties.

The Superflex

curriculum is just one

example of the small

group work Hurley

does. In this program,

students are able to

explore and discuss

their own social

challenges in a safe

environment using

relatable and

entertaining characters

such as Space Invader,

a character who

invades people’s

personal space; Glass

Man, who has big

reactions to small

problems; Worry Wall,

who worries too much;

and Brain Eater, an

octopus who likes to

distract others. 

A significant part of

Hurley’s job is testing

for special education.

A student is most

often referred for evaluation because of

academic struggles. He tests the student to

identify strengths and weaknesses and then

works with teachers to help them understand

the challenges the student faces and how he or

she can best learn, as well as the skills the

student does have and how to build on them.

Hurley is quick to note that a successful

special education program involves many

people: “My evaluation is just a piece of the

puzzle—it’s a team approach,” he said.

Hurley also rotates through each of the

school’s classroom several times per year. He

does an anti-bullying curriculum for

kindergarten through third grade, conducts small

group and individual counseling sessions and

consults with teachers and parents.

Principal Pamela Angelakis said Hurley has

been a wonderful addition to the Stanley

School community.

“Mr. Hurley is a consummate professional.

He has worked hard to make connections with

all our students in the building,” she said. “He is

a visible and positive male role model for our

students. He collaborates with staff constantly in

order to set students up for success. He is an

integral part of the lives of our students,

academically, socially and emotionally.”

After two years at the Stanley School,

Hurley still keeps a fundamental goal in mind

when approaching his work: “The

relationships that you build with students, staff

and families are the most important things.”

He also recognizes the role the school plays in

his success and that of everyone in it.

“Everyone cares about the school and about

the success of the students. That creates a type

of community environment that’s always

striving to be better,” he said.

psychologist an integral
part of Stanley success

Liam Hurley works with Sue Sheehan’s first-graders.

Pianist has performed on the biggest stage

KRISTEN FOAKSMAN

PIANIST: from Page 1
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Nicholas Hartmann, left, and Lindsey

Marini are Northeastern Conference

Scholar-Athletes of the Year.

PHOTOS: PAULA MULLER

BY RICH FAHEY

We are all seeking balance in

our lives, so 2012 Swampscott

High graduates Lindsey Marini

and Nicholas Hartmann should

be our role models.

They both managed to define

the term scholar-athlete, leading

the way in the classroom and in

the athletic arena, and finding

ways to contribute to their

fellow students and the

community in a variety of ways.

As a result, they were

honored by the Northeastern

Conference as the school’s

scholar-athletes of the year.

The classroom? Marini, a

member of the National

Honor Society and a National

Merit Scholar, ranks fourth

out of 177 students and has a

GPA of 99.86 (out of 100).

Hartmann is ranked second

in the class and has a GPA of

103—because of the weight

of his honors and AP

classes—and is also a Merit

Scholar and a member of the

National Honor Society.

On the playing field, they

exuded leadership and

excellence. Marini is a four-year

starter and a two-time captain in

softball as a shortstop, and is

also a four-year starter and a

captain as a sweeper in soccer.

Hartmann has starred in

cross-country and indoor and

outdoor track; he captained

both the cross-country and

indoor track teams and was

recently clocked in 4:39.78 in

the mile in the MIAA

Division III championships.

“I always enjoyed cross-

country the most because

there was more of a team

aspect to it,” he said. “The

fifth runner was almost as

important as the first.”

Marini, who will attend

Boston College, has served the

community as a peer mentor, as

well as being involved in

Rachel’s Challenge, Cradles for

Crayons, the Rotary Youth

Leadership Convention, and

TLC (Toys for Local Children).

She has also been a member of

the school’s Spanish Club.

Hartmann, who is headed

for Brown University, has

represented his school and

community as a peer mentor,

member of the math team,

jazz band, marching band,

and as an altar server.

How did they find time for

it all?

“Ever since I was little,

I’ve been able to

compartmentalize,” said

Marini. “Dance, softball,

soccer, basketball, piano – I

found a way to fit it all in.”

Hartmann said he believes

that there is carryover from

the playing field to the

classroom, if one important

factor is present.

“I try to be involved in

things that I have a real drive

and passion for,” he said.

That also means, in his

case, music. A pianist who

also plays clarinet in the

marching band, he has been a

member for nine years of the

Topsfield-based Chopin

Conservatory of Music; he had

a piano solo scheduled for

shortly after graduation, which

was held June 3.

DOUBLE
VISION

I try to be involved
in things that I
have a real drive
and passion for.

See SPORTS Page 6

Scholar-athletes
lead as they succeed


